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Type: Vulcan Melee Weapon – Flexible/Bludgeon
Damage: 2A Knockdown, Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Cumbersome, Extended Reach, Grappling, Long
Cost: Opportunity 1
Knockdown: If one or more Effects are rolled on this attack, then the target is knocked
prone. The target may resist this effect by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the
number of Effects rolled (NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Cumbersome: The weapon takes patience and precision to use effectively. The weapon
cannot be used to attack unless a Prepare Minor Action is performed during the same Turn.
Extended Reach: An attack with Extended Reach can take the Withdraw Action as a Free
Action if no enemy combatants within Reach have an Extended Reach attack of their own.
Melee attacks made with non-Extended Reach weapons against a character with an
Extended Reach attack are made at +1 difficulty.
Grappling: In addition to dealing damage, if one or more Effects are rolled the weapon may
grapple the target. This places the Ensnared/Grappled Complication on the target, which will
prevent them from taking other than trying to break free (Difficulty equal to the number of
Effects rolled, Fitness + Security) or attacking the grappling character (which increases in
Difficulty by 1). The grappling character gains one bonus Momentum on all melee attacks
against the grappled target. If the Grappling weapon is a melee weapon, the weapon’s
wielder may not attack with the grappling weapon against anyone else while the target is
Ensnared/Grappled. Further, the attacker may not move away from the target without
releasing that target; the target may be released as a Free Action.
Long: Using the weapon in small spaces increases the difficulty for wielding it by +1.

Type: Security and Surveillance gear
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 2
Qualities: Decoy, Invisible,
Invisible: This device renders the user invisible to all normal types of sensors. While it does
nothing to render the user invisible or unrecognizable to living beings, ordinary sensors,
including starship sensors and tricorders simply cannot detect the user's presence.
Although the user himself is not detectable by any sensors, any communicators or energy
weapons used by the operative are easily noticed. This device has a second setting which
masks the presence of any small technological devices carried by the user. This setting is
designed to allow the user to smuggle in sensors weapons, or recording devices.
Decoy: This small disk like device designed to fool sensors into registering the user's
presence in a specific location.

Type: Security and Surveillance gear
Cost: Opportunity 1
Qualities: Illumination, Multi-Spectral “Near Infrared to Long-Wave
Ultraviolet”, Strap-On
Illumination: Light sources illuminate one or more zones in an area. Anyone in an
illuminated zone or looking in from outside can observe and attack objects and characters
in that zone without darkness penalties.
Multi-Spectral “Near infrared to long-wave ultraviolet”: The device emitting frequency
can be changed. Providing a ‘white’ light for species that evolved with different natural light.
Beacons can also be set to emit entirely in the near infrared, providing a short-term heat
source in a survival situation.
Strap-On: Can be worn on the wrist and are held in place with a strap, but also can be handheld, mounted on helmets, or fitted to phaser type-3.

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Resistance: 2
Qualities: None
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1

Type: Andorian Melee Weapon – Blade
Damage: 2A Vicious 1
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Parry 1
Cost: Opportunity 1
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Type: Explosives
Damage: 6A Intense, Indiscriminate (Medium), Knockdown
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Anti-Materiel 2, Comms, Debilitating, Disposable, Explosive
Charge, Piercing 4, Spread 1, Unsubtle, Vicious 3.
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 3

Type: Explosives
Damage: 4A Intense, Piercing 3, Vicious 2
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Anti-Materiel 2, Comms, Debilitating, Directed Detonation,
Disposable, Explosive Charge, Unsubtle 2
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 2

Parry 1: This item is exceptionally good at turning aside incoming attacks. It grants the
wielder 1 Cover Resistance, but only against melee attacks.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Knockdown: If one or more Effects are rolled on this attack, then the target is knocked
prone. The target may resist this effect by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the
number of Effects rolled (NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).

Piercing 3: The attack ignores 3 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Piercing 4: The attack ignores 4 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Anti-Materiel 2: The attack is designed to damage structures, vehicles, and other sources
of cover. Attacks against targets in cover destroy 2 points of cover for each Effect rolled and
attacks against vehicles or armored structures permanently reduce the target’s Soak in that
location by 2 for each Effect rolled.

Vicious 3: The attack inflicts 3 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Anti-Materiel 2: The attack is designed to damage structures, vehicles, and other sources
of cover. Attacks against targets in cover destroy 2 points of cover for each Effect rolled and
attacks against vehicles or armored structures permanently reduce the target’s Soak in that
location by 2 for each Effect rolled.
Comms: Allows remote two-way communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.

Vicious 2: The attack inflicts 2 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Comms: Allows remote two-way communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.
Debilitating: Medicine Tasks to perform First Aid on characters injured by this weapon, or
to heal Injuries caused by this weapon, increase in Difficulty by one.

Debilitating: Medicine Tasks to perform First Aid on characters injured by this weapon, or
to heal Injuries caused by this weapon, increase in Difficulty by one.

Directed Detonation: Designed for directed detonation to penetrate a target’s armor. A
directional cover over a hollow charge ensures the explosion affects only the surface it is
attached to, limiting collateral damage and allowing safe detonation while still near the target.

Disposable: This item is designed to be used only once and is destroyed or lost after use.

Disposable: This item is designed to be used only once and is destroyed or lost after use.

Explosive Charge: Charges are placed on a target within Reach. Placing a charge on
something that can defend itself is a melee attack that does not directly inflict damage.

Explosive Charge: Charges are placed on a target within Reach. Placing a charge on
something that can defend itself is a melee attack that does not directly inflict damage.

Timer: The device has a timer which can be set so that it activates any time from immediately
or several hours later.

Timer: The device has a timer which can be set so that it activates any time from immediately
or several hours later.

Unsubtle 2: This item is unusually overt, drawing undue attention each time the item is
used. Any Observation tests made to detect the use of the item are made at −2 difficulty
(minimum 0). In addition, silent actions using the item are increased to sneaky actions; and
sneaky actions are increased to noisy actions.

Unsubtle 2: This item is unusually overt, drawing undue attention each time the item is
used. Any Observation tests made to detect the use of the item are made at −2 difficulty
(minimum 0). In addition, silent actions using the item are increased to sneaky actions; and
sneaky actions are increased to noisy actions.

Type: Melee/Ranged Weapon – Knife
Damage: 1A Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Deadly, Hidden 1, Subtle 2, Thrown
Cost: Opportunity 1
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Deadly: The weapon is designed to be lethal; if the character attempts to make a non-lethal
attack with this weapon, the Difficulty of the attack increases by 1.
Hidden 1: The weapon is easy to conceal, or designed to be disguised as something else.
When the weapon is hidden, any search of the owning character requires an Insight +
Security or Reason + Security Task, with a Difficulty of 1, to locate the weapon. A character
may use a Minor Action to conceal a Hidden weapon.

Subtle 2: Using this item is particularly quiet and draws little attention. Any Observation test
to notice the use of the item increases by +2 difficulty. In addition, noisy actions using the
item are reduced to sneaky actions; and sneaky actions are reduced to silent actions.
Thrown: The weapon/item can be used to make ranged attacks. They have a range of Close
unless specified otherwise.

Type: Security and Surveillance gear
Cost: Opportunity 1
Qualities: Disposable, Transporter
Disposable: Designed to be used only once and is inert, destroyed, or lost after use.

Transporter: The device convert a person or object into an energy pattern (a process called
dematerialization), then "beam" it to a target, where it is reconverted into matter (rematerialization).

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Resistance: 1
Qualities: Comms, EVA, UT
Cost: Opportunity 2
Comms: Allows two-way remote communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.
EVA: The suit is constructed for extra-vehicular activity when deployment in space is
necessary. It contains a helmet (transport buffer), magnetic boots, a supply of breathable
atmosphere, radiation shielding.
UT: The item has built in translation algorithms, and an extensive language library.

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Damage: 1A
Location: Forearm
Qualities: Parry 2, Shield
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1
Parry 2: This item is exceptionally good at turning aside incoming attacks. It grants the
wielder 2 Cover Resistance, but only against melee attacks.
Shield: Shields are extremely effective at affording protection from a range of different
attacks. A shield counts as having an equal amount of the Parry Quality. Further if the wielder
takes the Guard Task the shield grants the wielder an equal amount of cover resistance
equal to its parry quality against Melee and Ranged attacks.

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Resistance: 5 (Airtight Force field)
Qualities: Failing “2 minutes”, Thrown
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1
Failing “2 minutes”: The device fails when certain specific condition occurs. The user must
roll 1 A each time the condition occurs, if an Effect is rolled, the device stops functioning.
Sphere 4: The device creates a 4m sphere.
Thrown: The weapon/item can be used to make ranged attacks. They have a range of Close
unless specified otherwise.

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Indiscriminate (Close), Intense, Piercing 2, Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Charge, Disposable, Speculative Fire, Timer, Thrown, Unsubtle 2
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 2 (Per 3 grenades)

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: N/A, Indiscriminate (Close)
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Disposable, Smoke 2, Reflective 2, Speculative Fire, Timer, Thrown
Cost: Opportunity 1 (Per 3 grenades)

Indiscriminate (Close): An Indiscriminate attack affects one or more zones. Each target
within the affected zone—every character, vehicle, and damageable object—suffers the
attack’s damage (even if the attacker wasn’t aware of their presence). The target may resist
this damage by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the number of Effects rolled
(NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).

Indiscriminate (Close): An Indiscriminate attack affects one or more zones. Each target
within the affected zone—every character, vehicle, and damageable object—suffers the
attack’s damage (even if the attacker wasn’t aware of their presence). The target may resist
this damage by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the number of Effects rolled
(NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Disposable: This item is designed to be used only once and is destroyed or lost after use.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.
Disposable: Designed to be used only once and is inert, destroyed, or lost after use.
Speculative Fire: This ranged attack can be arced over obstacles, bounced off walls, or
otherwise used in an indirect manner to attack hard-to-reach foes. This attack has −1
difficulty against targets that are detected, but for which there is no direct line of fire. Further,
the attacker can take a penalty of +1 difficulty to ignore the target’s Cover resistance entirely.
Timer: The device has a timer which can be set so that it activates any time from immediately
or several hours later.
Thrown: The weapon/item can be used to make ranged attacks. They have a range of Close
unless specified otherwise.
Unsubtle 2: This item is unusually overt, drawing undue attention each time the item is
used. Any Observation tests made to detect the use of the item are made at −2 difficulty
(minimum 0). In addition, silent actions using the item are increased to sneaky actions; and
sneaky actions are increased to noisy actions.

Reflective 2: Attacks with this quality are the same as Smoke, except that the affected zones
are impenetrable to modern optics and sensors, including visors.
Smoke: Attacks with Smoke create a cloud of gas, or other substance that interferes with
enemy lines of sight within a target zone. For each Momentum spent when attacking with a
Smoke weapon, the attack affects an additional adjacent zone. Observation tests or attacks
within, into, or out of affected zones are made at +X difficulty. This penalty decreases by 1
every 1d6 rounds. If the penalty is reduced to 0, the Smoke has been completely dissipated.

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Indiscriminate (Close)
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Blinding & Deafening, Non-lethal, Speculative Fire, Timer,
Thrown, Unsubtle 2
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1 (Per 3 grenades)

Type: Drone
Attribute / Discipline: 8 / 1
Stress: 5
Damage: 2A
Qualities: Antigravity Propulsion Unit, Comms, Charge, Light Amplification,
Link, Programmable, Remote Control, Sensors, Verbal Commands
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1

Indiscriminate (Close): An Indiscriminate attack affects one or more zones. Each target
within the affected zone—every character, vehicle, and damageable object—suffers the
attack’s damage (even if the attacker wasn’t aware of their presence). The target may resist
this damage by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the number of Effects rolled
(NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).

Area: The attack automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of
the initial target, and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for
each Effect rolled, starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more
Complications is rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications
to have an ally in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been
more difficult to hit than the initial target.

Blinding & Deafening: The attack emits focused beams of light to blind the target, and a
wave of sound that overloads the target’s auditory systems. If an Effect is rolled on a Blinding
& Deafening attack, the target suffer the Blinded and Deafening complication. These
complications lasts for one round per Effect rolled.
Non-lethal: The weapon is debilitating, rather than deadly; if the character attempts to make
a lethal attack with this weapon, the Difficulty of the attack increases by 1.

Speculative Fire: This ranged attack can be arced over obstacles, bounced off walls, or
otherwise used in an indirect manner to attack hard-to-reach foes. This attack has −1
difficulty against targets that are detected, but for which there is no direct line of fire. Further,
the attacker can take a penalty of +1 difficulty to ignore the target’s Cover resistance entirely.

Speculative Fire: The ranged attack can be arced over obstacles, bounced off walls, or
otherwise used in an indirect manner to attack hard-to-reach foes. A Speculative Fire attack
has −1 difficulty against targets that are detected, but for which there is no direct line of fire.
Further, the attacker can take a penalty of +1 difficulty to ignore the target’s Cover resistance
entirely.

Timer: The device has a timer which can be set so that it activates any time from immediately
or several hours later.

Timer: The device has a timer which can be set so that it activates any time from immediately
or several hours later.

Thrown: The weapon/item can be used to make ranged attacks. They have a range of Close
unless specified otherwise.

Thrown: The weapon/item can be used to make ranged attacks. They have a range of Close
unless specified otherwise.

Unsubtle 2: This item is unusually overt, drawing undue attention each time the item is
used. Any Observation tests made to detect the use of the item are made at −2 difficulty
(minimum 0). In addition, silent actions using the item are increased to sneaky actions; and
sneaky actions are increased to noisy actions.

Unsubtle 2: This item is unusually overt, drawing undue attention each time the item is
used. Any Observation tests made to detect the use of the item are made at −2 difficulty
(minimum 0). In addition, silent actions using the item are increased to sneaky actions; and
sneaky actions are increased to noisy actions.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.
Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Antigravity Propulsion Unit: The item propels itself using antigravity.
Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.

Comms: Allows remote two-way communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.
Light Amplification: Boost gain levels in all photonic registers, which allows for night vision.
Tasks the wearer attempts do not increase in Difficulty because of darkness.
Link: This item can be linked with information gained from other devices.
Programmable: The device can be programmed to react in a certain way.
Sensors: The device has built-in sensor allowing the user to scan its surroundings.
Remote Control: This item can be controlled remotely. If so use the statistics of the
controlling character.
Verbal Commands: You can give verbal command to the device.

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Resistance: 2
Qualities: Bio-Scanner, Cardio Stimulator, Comms, Dermal Regenerators,
EVA,, Link, Multi-phasic Wave Generators, Self-Repairing “Nanites”,
Sensors, Transporter Buffer, Universal Power Adapter, UT, Wrist Controls,
Wrist Tricorder.
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 3

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Piercing 2
Range: Close/Medium
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Rotating Frequency
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 2

Bio-Scanner: Allows the monitoring of the wearer. They provide up-to-date information on
the health and vital signs of their subject, giving anyone with access 1 bonus Momentum on
Medicine tests to diagnose health issues such as intoxication, poisoning, injury, or viral
infection of the subject.
Cardio Stimulator: Medic can restart the wearers stopped heart without removing the suit.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Comms: Allows remote two-way communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.
Dermal Regenerators: The medic can heal superficial wounds without removing the suit.
EVA: The suit is constructed for extra-vehicular activity when deployment in space is
necessary. It contains a helmet (transport buffer), magnetic boots, a supply of breathable
atmosphere, radiation shielding.
Link: This item can be linked with information gained from other devices.
Multi-Phasic Wave Generators: Actively disrupts unfriendly transporter locks.
Self-Repairing “Nanites”: Between scenes, it automatically recovers all its lost
structure/resistance due to a complication(s). It also removes one other complication per
day except for the Low Power/No power Complications.
Sensors: The device has built-in sensor allowing the user to scan its surroundings.
Transporter Buffer: Can rematerialized items at virtually any time. The buffer contained
such things as weapons, a helmet for EVA, or pattern enhancers. Programming the buffer
requires a Reason + Engineering test with a difficulty of 1.
Universal Power Adaptor: Allows to replenish the internal energy stores from almost any
uplink, even some alien consoles and terminals. When near a power supply make a Reason
+ Engineering Difficulty 2 test to remove the Low Power/No power Complications.
UT: The item has built in translation algorithms, and an extensive language library.
Wrist Controls: The suit can be operated by a touchpad integrated into the suits wrist.
Wrist Tricorder: This tricorder allows the user to scan without hands.

Rotating Frequency: Ignore the Adaptive Shielding special rule.

Type: Capellean Melee Weapon - Blade
Damage: 1A Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Thrown
Cost: Opportunity 1

Type: Vulcan Melee Weapon – Blade/Bludgeon
Damage: 3A Knockdown, Vicious 1
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Extended Reach, Long
Cost: Opportunity 1

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Knockdown: If one or more Effects are rolled on this attack, then the target is knocked
prone. The target may resist this effect by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the
number of Effects rolled (NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).

Thrown: The weapon/item can be used to make ranged attacks. They have a range of Close
unless specified otherwise.

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Extended Reach: An attack with Extended Reach can take the Withdraw Action as a Free
Action if no enemy combatants within Reach have an Extended Reach attack of their own.
Melee attacks made with non-Extended Reach weapons against a character with an
Extended Reach attack are made at +1 difficulty. Using the weapon in small spaces
increases the difficulty for wielding it by +1.
Long: Using the weapon in small spaces increases the difficulty for wielding it by +1.

Type: Melee Weapon – Blade
Damage: 2A Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Activate, Settings 2 (Blade & Heavy Blade)
Cost: Opportunity 1
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Activate: The item only works when the user takes the Prepare minor action.
Parry 1: This item is exceptionally good at turning aside incoming attacks. It grants the
wielder 2 Cover Resistance, but only against melee attacks.

Type: Melee Weapon – Bludgeon
Qualities: Activate, Settings 2 (Club & Staff)
Cost: Opportunity 2
----------------Club (Setting 1)
Damage: 2A Knockdown
Size: 1 H
Qualities: None
----------------Staff (Setting 2)
Damage: 2A Knockdown
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Extended Reach, Long
----------------Knockdown: If one or more Effects are rolled on this attack, then the target is knocked
prone. The target may resist this effect by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the
number of Effects rolled (NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Activate: The item only works when the user takes the Prepare minor action.
Extended Reach: An attack with Extended Reach can take the Withdraw Action as a Free
Action if no enemy combatants within Reach have an Extended Reach attack of their own.
Melee attacks made with non-Extended Reach weapons against a character with an
Extended Reach attack are made at +1 difficulty. Using the weapon in small spaces
increases the difficulty for wielding it by +1.
Long: Using the weapon in small spaces increases the difficulty for wielding it by +1.
Settings 2: The item has 2 settings (Club and Staff). The user must take the Prepare minor
action to switch between different settings.

Type: Melee Weapon – Blade
Damage: 2A Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Parry
Cost: Opportunity 1

Type: Melee Weapon
Damage: 2A Intense
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Alternate Damage, Non-lethal, Stun
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Parry 1: This item is exceptionally good at turning aside incoming attacks. It grants the
wielder 2 Cover Resistance, but only against melee attacks.

Alternate Damage “Medicine”: The character uses his Medicine Discipline for calculating
damage bonus instead of his Security Discipline when using this weapon.
Non-lethal: The weapon is debilitating, rather than deadly; if the character attempts to make
a lethal attack with this weapon, the Difficulty of the attack increases by 1.

Stun: If one or more Effects is rolled, the attack inflicts the Staggered complication on the
target. This condition lasts for one round per Effect rolled.

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Resistance: 1
Qualities: Comms, EVA, Parachute, UT
Cost: Opportunity 2
Comms: Allows two-way remote communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.
EVA: The suit is constructed for extra-vehicular activity when deployment in space is
necessary. It contains a helmet (transport buffer), magnetic boots, a supply of breathable
atmosphere, radiation shielding.
UT: The item has built in translation algorithms, and an extensive language library.
Parachute: When a character enters free fall and is wearing air-brake equipment, the GM
sets an altitude, which is the number of zones above the ground the character starts at. At
the start of each turn the character travels directly downwards towards the ground, with an
initial falling speed of three zones per round. Ranged attacks directed against them are at
+1 difficulty. The character can activate the pack by taking the Prepare Minor Action, and,
as a Prepare Minor Action on any subsequent turn, either increase or reduce their falling
speed for the next turn by one zone per round. They can maneuver to adjacent zones within
Medium range at the same altitude with a Control + Conn (D1) test, or within Long range for
2 Momentum. When the character reaches the ground, if they had any zones of falling speed
remaining, they take falling damage as if they had fallen a distance equal to the number of
remaining zones of falling speed— less than what they would suffer without the pack, but a
poorly judged landing is still painful.

Type: Protective gear
Qualities: Parachute
Cost: Opportunity 1
Parachute: When a character enters free fall and is wearing an Orbital Skydiving suit or
other air-brake equipment, the GM sets an altitude, which is the number of zones above the
ground the character starts at. At the start of each turn the character travels directly
downwards towards the ground, with an initial falling speed of three zones per round.
Ranged attacks directed against them are at +1 difficulty. The character can activate the
pack by taking the Prepare Minor Action, and, as a Prepare Minor Action on any subsequent
turn, either increase or reduce their falling speed for the next turn by one zone per round.
They can maneuver to adjacent zones within Medium range at the same altitude with a
Control + Conn (D1) test, or within Long range for 2 Momentum. When the character reaches
the ground, if they had any zones of falling speed remaining, they take falling damage as if
they had fallen a distance equal to the number of remaining zones of falling speed— less
than what they would suffer without the pack, but a poorly judged landing is still painful.

Type: Armor and Protective gear
Resistance: 4
Qualities: Failing “Hit by an attack”
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1
Failing “Hit by an attack”: The device fails when certain specific condition occurs. The
user must roll 1 A each time the condition occurs, if an Effect is rolled, the device stops
functioning.

Type: Melee Weapon
Damage: 1A Piercing 2, Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Deadly, Hidden 1
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1
Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Deadly: The weapon is designed to be lethal; if the character attempts to make a non-lethal
attack with this weapon, the Difficulty of the attack increases by 1.
Hidden 1: The weapon is easy to conceal, or designed to be disguised as something else.
When the weapon is hidden, any search of the owning character requires an Insight +
Security or Reason + Security Task, with a Difficulty of 1, to locate the weapon. A character
may use a Minor Action to conceal a Hidden weapon.

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Knockdown
Range: Close
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Charge
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 2

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Intense
Range: Close/Medium
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Charge, Grenade Launcher
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 3 (Grenades not included)

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A
Range: Close/Medium
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Accurate, Charge
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 2

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Intense, Piercing 2, Vicious 1
Range: Long/Extended
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Accurate, Bipod, Charge, Scope, Unforgiven 2
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 2

Area: The attack affects a wider area, and can affect several targets at once. The attack
automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of the initial target,
and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for each Effect rolled,
starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more Complications is
rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications to have an ally
in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been more difficult
to hit than the initial target.

Area: The attack automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of
the initial target, and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for
each Effect rolled, starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more
Complications is rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications
to have an ally in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been
more difficult to hit than the initial target.

Area: The attack affects a wider area, and can affect several targets at once. The attack
automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of the initial target,
and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for each Effect rolled,
starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more Complications is
rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications to have an ally
in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been more difficult
to hit than the initial target.

Area: The attack affects a wider area, and can affect several targets at once. The attack
automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of the initial target,
and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for each Effect rolled,
starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more Complications is
rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications to have an ally
in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been more difficult
to hit than the initial target.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Accurate: If the character performs the Aim Minor Action before making an attack with this
weapon, then any number of d20s may be re-rolled, instead of the normal benefits of aiming.

Accurate: If the character performs the Exploit Action before making an attack with this
weapon, then any number of d20s may be re-rolled, instead of the normal benefits of aiming.

Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.

Bipod: Reduce the ranged attack difficulty by 1 (min 2) when lying prone or otherwise laying
the bipod on a flat surface.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.
Knockdown: If one or more Effects are rolled on this attack, then the target is knocked
prone. The target may resist this effect by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the
number of Effects rolled (NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).
Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.
Vicious 1: The attack inflicts & additional damage for each Effect rolled.
Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.
Grenade Launcher (Medium): The weapon is equipped with a grenade launcher. The
damage depends on the grenade type. Increases the grenade range to medium range.
Grenades are not included, they must be purchased separately.

Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.
Scope: The scope provides Night Vison and Thermal Sight.
Unforgiving 2: The attack is either exceptionally precise or capable of inflicting much
greater harm on a direct hit. When making an attack that has gained the benefit of an Exploit
action, the attack gains Vicious 2.

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 2A
Range: Reach/Close
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Charge, Hidden 1
Cost: Standard Issue

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 3A
Range: Reach/Close
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Charge
Cost: Standard Issue

Type: Ranged Weapon
Damage: 4A Intense, Indiscriminate (Close), Piercing 3, Vicious 2
Range: Medium/Long/Extreme
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Anti-Material 2, Unsubtle 3
Cost: Opportunity 2, Escalation 2

Area: The attack affects a wider area, and can affect several targets at once. The attack
automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of the initial target,
and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for each Effect rolled,
starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more Complications is
rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications to have an ally
in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been more difficult
to hit than the initial target.

Area: The attack affects a wider area, and can affect several targets at once. The attack
automatically affects any character or damageable object within Reach of the initial target,
and then one additional target within Close range of the initial target for each Effect rolled,
starting with the next closest (as determined by the GM). If one or more Complications is
rolled when using an Area attack, the GM may choose to use Complications to have an ally
in the area affected by the attack. A target cannot be hit if it would have been more difficult
to hit than the initial target.

Indiscriminate (Close): An Indiscriminate attack affects one or more zones. Each target
within the affected zone—every character, vehicle, and damageable object—suffers the
attack’s damage (even if the attacker wasn’t aware of their presence). The target may resist
this damage by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the number of Effects rolled
(NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Piercing 2: The attack ignores 2 points of the target’s total Resistance for each Effect rolled.

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.

Charge: The weapon potency can be scaled to various levels. When performing a Prepare
Minor Action before attacking with this weapon, you may add one of the following weapon
Damage Effects to the attack: Area, Intense, Piercing 2, or Vicious 1.

Hidden 1: The weapon is easy to conceal, or designed to be disguised as something else.
When the weapon is hidden, any search of the owning character requires an Insight +
Security or Reason + Security Task, with a Difficulty of 1, to locate the weapon. A character
may use a Minor Action to conceal a Hidden weapon.

Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.
Anti-Materiel 2: The attack is designed to damage structures, vehicles, and other sources
of cover. Attacks against targets in cover destroy 2 points of cover for each Effect rolled and
attacks against vehicles or armored structures permanently reduce the target’s Soak in that
location by 2 for each Effect rolled.
Unsubtle 3: This item is unusually overt, drawing undue attention each time the item is
used. Any Observation tests made to detect the use of the item are made at −2 difficulty
(minimum 0). In addition, silent actions using the item are increased to sneaky actions; and
sneaky actions are increased to noisy actions.

Type: Melee Weapon - Bludgeon
Qualities: Settings 2 (Police Baton & Police Baton with Stun)
Cost: Opportunity 1, Escalation 1
----------------Police Baton “ (Setting 1 / Basic Setting)
Damage: 2A Knockdown
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Parry 1
----------------Police Baton with Stun (Setting 2)
Damage: 2A Knockdown, Intense, Stun
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Parry 1
----------------Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.
Knockdown: If one or more Effects are rolled on this attack, then the target is knocked
prone. The target may resist this effect by adding a number of points to Threat equal to the
number of Effects rolled (NPCs spend points from Threat instead of adding to Threat).
Stun: If one or more Effects is rolled, the attack inflicts the Staggered complication on the
target. This condition lasts for one round per Effect rolled.
Parry 1: This item is exceptionally good at turning aside incoming attacks. It grants the
wielder 1 Cover Resistance, but only against melee attacks.
Settings 2: The item has 2 settings (Club and Staff). The user must take the Prepare minor
action to switch between different settings.

Type: Unarmed Weapon
Damage: 1A Intense, Stun
Size: 2 H
Qualities: Hidden 2, Non-lethal, Stun, Subtle 2, Worn
Cost: Opportunity 1
Intense: The attack is designed to inflict massive harm on a target, incapacitating them far
more swiftly. The Cost to Avoid an Injury caused by an Intense weapon increases by one
for each Effect rolled.
Stun: If one or more Effects is rolled, the attack inflicts the Staggered complication on the
target. This condition lasts for one round per Effect rolled.
Hidden: The weapon is easy to conceal, or designed to be disguised as something else.
When the weapon is hidden, any search of the owning character requires an Insight +
Security or Reason + Security Task, with a Difficulty of X, to locate the weapon. A character
may use a Minor Action to conceal a Hidden weapon.
Non-lethal: The weapon is debilitating, rather than deadly; if the character attempts to make
a lethal attack with this weapon, the Difficulty of the attack increases by 1.
Subtle: Using this item is particularly quiet and draws little attention. Any Observation test
to notice the use of the item increases by +X difficulty. In addition, noisy actions using the
item are reduced to sneaky actions; and sneaky actions are reduced to silent actions.
Worn: The weapon cannot be disarmed.

Type: Combat Gear
Location: Head
Cost: Opportunity 1
Qualities: Angular Proximity Discriminator, Comms, Light Amplification, Link
Angular Proximity Discriminator: Item helps the wearer distinguish between hostile and
friendly targets. It costs only 1 threat to buy off a complication related by accidentally hitting
a friendly target.
Comms: Allows remote two-way communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.
Light Amplification: It can also artificially boost gain levels in all photonic registers, which
allows for night vision. Tasks the wearer attempts do not increase in Difficulty because of
darkness.
Link: This item can be linked with information gained from other devices.

Type: Andorian Melee Weapon – Knife
Damage: 1A Vicious 1
Size: 1 H
Qualities: Deadly
Cost: Opportunity 1

Type: Security and Surveillance gear
Cost: Opportunity 1
Qualities: Comms, Library, Link, Sensors

Vicious 1: The attack inflicts 1 additional damage for each Effect rolled.

Digital Library: The dive has a built-in digital library about various subjects.
Link: This item can be linked with information gained from other devices.
Sensors: The device has built-in sensor allowing the user to scan its surroundings.

Deadly: The weapon is designed to be lethal; if the character attempts to make a non-lethal
attack with this weapon, the Difficulty of the attack increases by 1.

Comms: Allows remote two-way communication, but the device is susceptible to hacking
and interference.

Wrist Tricorder: This tricorder allows the user to scan without hands.

